
Rawlings O. Smarth (Founder/CEO),  

Certificate in Investment Banking (New York),  

Certificate in Religion, Conflict and Peace (Harvard University) 

MBA Finance, MA Political Marketing, Rome Business School, Italy): 

 

Twenty (20) years, impeccable track record in running an independent management 

consultancies as a Business Relationship Director, providing professional advice and 

guidance for industry and investment processes whilst also maintaining up to date 

financial knowledge that guarantees a return on investment and meets credit 

requirements for clients. 

 

Expert, experience within the specialist fields of global project financing and fully 

conversant in the use of bank commitments and guarantees, standby letters of credit, 

medium term notes and promissory notes. He had built and still building a (wide-

ranging) network of clients in places such as Malaysia, Hong Kong, Singapore, 

USA, The Netherlands and West Africa. 

 

Shan Raju(Cofounder/CFO),  

MSc Mechanical Engineering (University of Edinburg, U.K.):  

A fully qualified finance director with experience in leading financial strategies to 

facilitate companies ambitious growth plans. A proven ability to constantly challenge 

and improve existing processes and systems. Possessing excellent communication skills 

and having the ability to communicate professionally with investors, 

clients, partners and associates, at all levels on detailed financial issues. 

 

Progress Atoghan,  West Africa director, 

(BA in Business Administration, University of Ibadan):   

Corporate Profiling, investor relations, human resources, strategic planning, 

administration for a first time client. To arrange for interim debt financing. Created a 

strategy to improve earnings by diversifying funding sources which resulted in the 

creation of the Financial Services Alliance. 

  

Erwin Oemar, Asia Regional Director  

(BA in Accountancy, School of Economics, Amsterdam):  

Responsible for finance, accounting, reporting and analysis, lending process, customer 

relations, direct marketing and compliance for financial services companies in Asia and 

to assist stimulating investment in residential real estate/ property development projects 

. 

Avinash Jagtap, Project Director, India  

(BE Electrical Engineer, Mumbai University):  

A competent electrical engineer with a comprehensive knowledge of designing, 

developing and maintaining electrical systems and components to required 

specifications, focusing on the economy, safety, reliability, quality, etc. m the concept 

and detail of the design through to implementation, testing and handover. 

Shala Gangaram, Business coordinator              

Providing administrative support for executives, focusing on business logistics, such 

as billing, reporting, purchasing, etc.  


